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Abstract— We will probably uncover worldly varieties in recordings that are troublesome or difficult to see with the bare eye 
and show them in a characteristic way. Our strategy, which we call Eulerian Video Magnification, takes a standard video 
grouping as info, and applies spatial deterioration, trailed by fleeting separating to the casings. The subsequent flag is then 
intensified to uncover concealed data. Utilizing our technique, we can imagine the stream of blood as it fills the face and 
furthermore to intensify and uncover little movements. Our method can keep running progressively to demonstrate wonders 
happening at transient frequencies chose by the client 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Over the past few decades the field of image processing has gained a lot of importance. Today it has applications in various 
fields such as satellite communication, experimental physics, chemistry, agricultural and medical sciences. Over the past few 
years the use of image processing has increased in the field of medical sciences. It has aided the scientists to develop equipment 
that can extract minute details of substances and assists them to identify the problem precisely. Few examples of such 
equipments are X-ray, MRI, Electrocardiography, CT scanners, and Ultrasound machines. 
As stated above, there are various image processing applications in medical sciences that have helped us to cure various 
diseases that were difficult to cure before. Patients that have problem with low vision typically have reduced visual acuity and a 
significant loss of contrast sensitivity, often in combination with visual field loss. Due to these impairments the patients face a 
number of disabilities like difficulty in reading, writing, recognizing faces, watching television, mobility and completing other 
activities in their daily lives. To deal with such problems Low Vision Aid (LVA) devices are used, which use the process of 
image/video magnification to enhance contrast and vision. 
The world is filled with important, but visually subtle signals. A person's pulse, the breathing of an infant, the sag and sway of a 
bridge—these all create visual patterns, which are too difficult to see with the naked eye. We present Eulerian Video 
Magnification, a computational technique for visualizing subtle color and motion variations in ordinary videos by making the 
variations larger. It is a microscope for small changes that are hard or impossible for us to see by ourselves. In addition, these 
small changes can be quantitatively analyzed and used to recover sounds from vibrations in distant objects, characterize 
material properties, and remotely measure a person's pulse. 
The human visual system has limited spatio-temporal sensitivity, but many signals that fall below this capacity can be 
informative. 
Ex. respiratory motion, the human skin color varies with blood circulation can be employed to extract pulse rate[1][2]; high 
speed videos such as small eye movement, engines vibration, long term physical processes such as melting of glacier, growth of 
plants can reveal biological and physical changes[3]. The motions with low spatial amplitude are hard to see for human, can be 
amplified to divulge the mechanical behavior [4]. The video motion magnification is useful in the field of medical and scientific 
application, for contactless vital-sign monitoring applications in health care, pulse rate measurement, in photography to retouch 
the time lapse video, in mechanical systems to monitor vibration of system or to analyze structural integrity of building, bridges, 
and railroads and in search and rescue operations. 

II.LITERATURE REVIEW 
In last decade, assorted methods have been developed to disclose the imperceptible changes in videos. Some methods are found 
to be very effective, useful and establish the foundation of this area of work. The motions which are invisible or impossible to 
see with naked eye are analyzed and amplified to reveal the temporal variations in videos under motion magnification technique 
[4]. Here the input is image sequence from a stationary camera. System segments a reference frame (pixels) based on properties 
like similarities in color, proximity and correlated motions. The user can magnify the motion of any selected layer by specified 
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motion magnification factor. Now re-render the video sequence with magnified motion of selected layers. The output sequence 
allows the user to see the form and characteristics of the magnified motions. 
The motion information is a normal flow associate with edge moments [6]. The visual processing can be represented as a non-
linear system which is a function of time and space. This function is basically a composition of temporal band pass filter and 
spatial band pass filter. The bandwidth and central frequency interpret the range and sensitivity of motion detection ability. This 
filtering allows finding the highest correlation in both temporal and spatial domain. Spatio-temporal data structure, with time as 
a third dimension was introduced by Bolles and Baker [7] and provides a way to trace a line segment through frames. The 
spatial and temporal analysis module links edges into contours in the first time frame of volume and estimate normal velocity of 
a line feature by taking slices in temporal direction [6]. 
Wang et al. presented the Cartoon Animation Filter (CAF), a filter which takes impure motion signal as an input and blend in 
such a way that output motion is more animated or alive [8]. Filter adds a salved, inverted, and time shifted version of the 
second derivative of the signal back into original signal. From experimental results, the filtered motion predict, follow-through, 
exaggeration and squash and-stretch effects which are absent in the original input motion data. 
Applications of the CAF will be in either real time applications such as games, or in 2D presentation systems like PowerPoint, 
or in a child focused animation tool and probably is not satisfactory for hand crafted off-line animation systems. 
The above methods [4, 8] follow a Lagrangian proposal, in reference to fluid dynamics where the trajectory of particles is 
tracked over time. As it believe in accurate motion evaluation, which is working out expensive and strenuous to make artifact-
free, especially at regions of obstruction boundaries and tricky motions. The additional technologies, including image in-
painting and motion fragmentations are required to generate good quality composites. But this increases the involution of the 
algorithm further [4]. 
Eulerian proposal deals with fluid motion properties such as pressure and velocity over time and space. In Eulerian perspective 
to motion magnification, the motions are exaggerated by amplifying temporal color changes at fixed positions rather than 
estimating motion in Lagrangian proposal. EVM rely on the same differential approximations that form the basis of optical flow 
algorithms [9]. Previously, temporal processing has been used to smooth motions [5] and to reveal invisible signals [2]. A novel  
methodology for remote measurement of cardiac pulse rate from video recordings of the human face based on automatic face 
tracking and executed using a simple webcam with extensive daylight providing illumination is presented [2].The cardio-
vascular pulse variation using mass light and a simple consumer level digital camera in movie mode had extracted in [1]. From 
results it is clear that the ambient light photo-plethysmographic can be useful for medical purposes such as remote sensing of 
vital signs such as heart and respiration rates for triage, for sports purposes and characterization of vascular skin ulcer. Research 
has become one of the backbones for motion analysis in video sequence for the measurement of various medical parameters 
related to human body. 
Fuchs et al. provided the controlled temporal sampling behavior of system [5]. It transforms a high frames per second input 
stream into a standard speed output video in real- time. Using these filters, a real-time temporal pre filtering is performed to 
lessen temporal aliasing. Authors have made the provision to arbitrarily choose the shape and extent of the temporal filter to 
perform different filtering operations such as desirable pre-filtering for a given output kernel or artistically highlighting or 
modulating motion blur. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
3.1 Block Diagram 
Block diagram of Eulerian Video Magnification is mainly consists of three stages, such as input video sequence, Eulerian Video 
magnification and output video sequence is as  shown in figure 3.1.1 as given below. Eulerian Video Magnification is again 
performed further steps including Spatial Decomposition, Temporal Processing and lastly performs Reconstruction. 
 

 
 

Fig 3.1.1: Overview of the Eulerian video magnification 
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3.2 Description 
We first decompose the video sequence into different spatial frequency bands. These bands might be magnified differently 
because they might exhibit different signal-to-noise ratios or they might contain spatial frequencies for which the linear 
approximation used in our motion magnification does not hold.  In the latter case, we reduce the amplification for these bands to 
suppress artifacts. When the goal of spatial processing is simply to increase temporal signal-to-noise ratio by pooling multiple 
pixels, we spatially low-pass filter the frames of the video and downsample them for computational efficiency.  
In the general case, however, we compute a full Laplacian pyramid. We then perform temporal processing on each spatial band. 
We consider the time series corresponding to the value of a pixel in a frequency band and apply a band pass filter to extract the 
frequency bands of interest. For example, we might select frequencies within 0.4-4Hz, corresponding to 24-240 beats per 
minute, if we wish to magnify a pulse. If we are able to extract the pulse rate, we can use a narrow band around that value. The 
temporal processing is uniform for all spatial levels, and for all pixels within each level. We then multiply the extracted band 
passed signal by a magnification factor. This factor can be specified by the user, and may be attenuated automatically. We add 
the magnified signal to the original and collapse the spatial pyramid to obtain the final output. Since natural videos are spatially 
and temporally smooth, and since our filtering is performed uniformly over the pixels, our method implicitly maintains 
spatiotemporal coherency of the results. 
 
The system blocks of Eulerian Video Magnification mainly consists of following three process as, 
 

1. Input Video 
 

2. Eulerian Video Magnification 
 

a) Spatial Decomposition 
b) Temporal Processing 
c) Reconstruction 

 
3. Output Video 

 
1. Input Video 
Video is an electronic medium for the recording, copying, playback, broadcasting, and display of moving visual media. Video 
systems vary in display resolution, aspect ratio, refresh rate, color capabilities and other qualities. Video is three dimensional 
images. It consists of number of pixels. Depending on number of pixels per area gives resolution of video. More pixels give 
high resolution video which is preferable for input because it contains less noise.  
 
Take standard video sequence as input for Eulerian Video magnification. The amplitude variation of signal of interest is much 
higher than the noise inherent in the video.  Therefore, care should be taken that given input video must be high resolution. 
Video sequence contains information which will useful for humans for further processing. We first decompose the video 
sequence into different spatial frequency bands. These bands might be magnified differently because (a) they might exhibit 
different signal-to-noise ratios or (b) they might contain spatial frequencies for which the linear approximation used in our 
motion magnification does not hold. Output of input video is given as an input to the Eulerian Video Magnification. 
 
2.  Eulerian Video Magnification 
Eulerian video magnification is a set of simple and robust algorithms that can reveal and analyze tiny motions. It is a new type 
of microscope, not made of optics, but of software taking an ordinary video as input and producing one in which the temporal 
changes are larger. It reveals a new world of tiny motions and color changes showing us hidden vital signs, building movements 
and vibrations due to sound waves. 
Our topic is based on Eulerian motion magnification that relies on temporal processing using Taylor series expansion. The most 
basic version of our processing looks at intensity variations over time at each pixel and amplifies them. This simple processing 
reveals both subtle color variations and small motions because, for small sub-pixel motions or large structures, motion is 
linearly related to intensity change through a first-order Taylor series expansion. 
In mathematics, a Taylor series is a representation of a function as an infinite sum of terms that are calculated from the values of 
the function's derivatives at a single point. A function can be approximated by using a finite number of terms of its Taylor series. 
Taylor series are important because they allow us to compute functions that cannot be computed directly. We can obtain an 
approximation by truncating the infinite Taylor series into a finite-degree Taylor polynomial, which we can evaluate.  

Taylor series of real and complex function  that is infinitely differentiable at a real and complex number  is the power 
series 
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                                     3.2.1 

Which can be written in the more compact sigma notation as 
 

                                                                                                     3.2.2 

 

Where n! Denotes the factorial of n and   denotes the nth derivative of f evaluated at the point a. 
Our topic is based on Eulerian motion magnification that relies on temporal processing using Taylor series expansion. Here we 
use the first order Taylor series, for temporal processing in Eulerian motion.  

The first order Taylor series means we have to use series expansion up to  and scrap the rest, meaning that  
 

                                                                                         3.2.3 

 

Which is a first-order Taylor series approximation of about  
To explain the relationship between temporal processing and motion magnification, we consider the simple case of a 1D signal 
undergoing translational motion.  
 

Let  denote the image intensity at position  and time .Since the image undergoes translational motion, we can 

express the observed intensities with respect to a displacement function  such that 
 

                                                                                                   3.2.4 
 
 And 

                                                                                                               3.2.5 
 
 The goal of motion magnification is to synthesize the signal 
 

                                                                                      3.2.6 
 

For some amplification factor  
 

Assuming the image can be approximated by a first-order Taylor series expansion, we write the image at time .  

  In a first-order Taylor expansion about ,  as  
 

                                                                                            3.2.7 

 

Let  be the result of applying a broadband temporal bandpass filter to  at every position x. For now, let us 

assume the motion signal, , is within the passband of the temporal bandpass filter. Then we have 
 

                                                                                                       3.2.8 

 

In our process, we then amplify that bandpass signal by  and add it back , resulting in the processed signal 
 

                                                                                           3.2.9 
 
Also 
 

                                                                             3.2.10 
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Assuming the first-order Taylor expansion holds for the amplified larger perturbation  we can relate the 
amplification of the temporally bandpassed signal to motion magnification. The processed output is simply 
 

                                                                                     3.2.11 
 

This shows that the processing magnifies motions—the spatial displacement  of the local image  at time, has been 

amplified to a magnitude of   . 
 
This process is illustrated for a single sinusoid in below Figure 3.2.1. For a low frequency cosine wave and a relatively small 

displacement, , the first-order Taylor series expansion serves as a good approximation for the translated signal at time 

 . When boosting the temporal signal by  and adding it back to  , we approximate that wave translated by 

. 

 
 

Fig 3.2.1:  Temporal filtering can approximate spatial translation. 
 

a) Spatial Decomposition 
It is the first step of Eulerian Video Magnification. Output of input video is given as input to the spatial decomposition. We first 
decompose the video sequence into different spatial frequency bands. These bands might be magnified differently because (a) 
they might exhibit different signal-to-noise ratios or (b) they might contain spatial frequencies for which the linear 
approximation used in our motion magnification does not hold. In the latter case, we reduce the amplification for these bands to 
suppress artifacts. When the goal of spatial processing is simply to increase temporal signal-to-noise ratio by pooling multiple 
pixels, we spatially low-pass filter the frames of the video and downsample them for computational efficiency. In the general 
case, however, we compute a full Laplacian pyramid. 
Pyramid, is a type of multi-scale representation developed by the computer vision, image processing and signal processing 
communities, in which a signal or an image is subject to repeated smoothing and sub sampling. Pyramid representation is a 
predecessor to scale-space representation and multi resolution analysis. 
 
Laplacian pyramid is used for spatial processing. A Laplacian pyramid is a pyramid which saves the difference image of the 
blurred versions between each level. Only the smallest level is not a difference image to enable reconstruction of the high 
resolution image using the difference images on higher levels. This technique can be used in image compression. A lowpass 
pyramid is made by smoothing the image with an appropriate smoothing filter and then subsampling the smoothed image, 
usually by a factor of 2 along each coordinate direction. The resulting image is then subjected to the same procedure, and the 
cycle is repeated multiple times. Each cycle of this process results in a smaller image with increased smoothing, but with 
decreased image resolution. If illustrated graphically, the entire multi-scale representation will look like a pyramid, with the 
original image on the bottom and each cycle's resulting smaller image stacked one a top the other. 
The graphical representation of Laplacian Pyramid with five level Decomposition and Reconstruction is as shown in the figure 
3.2.2 given below  
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Fig 3.2.2: Image pyramid with five levels 
 
The laplacian pyramid was developed by Burt and Andelson. It performs following steps to obtained resultant output image. 
First they are used filter to blur the image and then applying downsampling to reduced resolution of the image by factor 2. 
Repeat the same process until we get the smallest image. That smallest image is not further filtered again. Take the difference of 
original and blur image (low pass filtered image) to get high pass band image.  This process is called Laplacian Pyramid 
decomposion.  Reconstruct the above step we have to perform same operation but in reverse order that is first upsampling the 
image followed by filtering. Upsampling operation is done by simply insert zeros between the samples to raising its size by 
factor of 2. The complete process of Laplacian Pyramid is shown in the figure 3.2.3 given below; 
 

 
 

Fig 3.2.3: Laplacian Pyramid 
 

 
b) Temporal Processing 
Temporal processing is the next step of spatial processing. Here we perform temporal processing on each spatial band. We 
consider the time series corresponding to the value of a pixel in a frequency band and apply a bandpass filter to extract the 
frequency bands of interest. For example, we might select frequencies within 0.4-4Hz, corresponding to 24-240 beats per 
minute, if we wish to magnify a pulse. If we are able to extract the pulse rate, we can use a narrow band around that value. The 
temporal processing is uniform for all spatial levels, and for all pixels within each level. We then multiply the extracted 

bandpassed signal by a magnification factor . This factor can be specified by the user. 
We first select the temporal bandpass filter to pull out the motions or signals that we wish to be amplified. The choice of filter is 
generally application dependent. For motion magnification, a filter with a broad passband is preferred; for color amplification of 
blood flow, a narrow passband produces a more noise-free result. We use ideal bandpass filters for color amplification, since 
they have passband with sharp cutoff frequencies. Low-order IIR filters can be useful for both color amplification and motion 
magnification and are convenient for a real-time implementation.  
Temporal processing is the inter frame processing that is processing in between the frame. For temporal processing we have to 
use band pass filter. Band pass filter is the filter which allows only those frequencies of signal which have to be amplified from 
the given input video. Temporal filtering approach not only amplifies color variation but can also reveal low amplitude motion.   
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c) Reconstruction 
Reconstruction is the last step of Eulerian Video Magnification. The name itself indicates that we have to reconstruct original 
image. Reconstruction process is performing same number of time as decomposition process to obtain original image back.  
In decomposition process we first blurring the image and then downsampling it. The aim of downsampling is to reduce number 
of pixel so that it can take small size for storing the image. This process is repeated continuously till we get smaller image, that 
is it cannot further downsample again. The number of decomposition process is calculating by using log function. 
Now for reconstruction take smallest image which is obtains from decomposition process. It is acts as an input for 
reconstruction process. This input image is first upsampling by factor of 2 and then blurring it by using low pass filter. The blur 
image then adds to the difference image which is obtained in the process of laplacian pyramid. And this process is repeated 
continuously equal to the decomposition process to get original image. 
  
3. Output Video 
Output video gives expected result for user. In this project we have to reveal temporal variation in videos that are difficult or 
impossible to see with naked eyes by making variation larger. This small change can quantitatively analyzed and used to 
recover sound from vibration in distance object, characterized material property, and remotely measure the person pulse. 
We add the magnified signal to the original and collapse the spatial pyramid to obtain the final output. Output video is the 
amplified version of input video. Output contain information of original signal plus amplified signal of small variation. The 
amplified factor is depend on user requirement. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
After executing all the step of implementation as discussed above we got following results as shown in figures given below: 

 

 
 

Fig 4.3.1: input image frame 
 

 
 

Fig 4.3.2: output of first filtering (Blur image) 
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Fig 4.3.3: output of first downsampling by factor 2 
 

 
 

Fig 4.3.4: output of second filtering and downsampling 
 

 
 

Fig 4.3.5: output of first upsampling by factor 2 
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Fig 4.3.6: output of first blurring in reverse order 
 

 
 

Fig 4.3.7: output of second upsampling and blurring in reverse order 
 

 
 

Fig 4.3.8: Difference of original and blur image 
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Fig 4.3.9: Overall output of Laplacian Pyramid 
 
 

 
 

Fig 4.3.10: Reconstructed output image 
 

 
 

Fig 4.3.11: Final output 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
In this project we are reveal temporal variations in videos that are difficult or impossible to see with the naked eye and display 
them in an indicative manner. For this we are using Eulerian Video Magnification Technique. Instead of directly performing 
this technique on videos, we first perform it on 1-D (one dimension) signal and getting expected result and then apply it on 
video. For this project we have taken small baby breathing video as an input and apply spatial processing followed by temporal 
filtering. The resulted output of temporal filtering is then amplified and adds to the original signal. So that the final output video 
is nothing but a magnified version of input video. Therefore we are able to see small motion amplification and small color 
variation in the video by naked eyes. This can reveal important information that can be help us to use for further processing. 
 
This model will be more effective for magnification in case of specific applications, as concluded by our experimentation. In the 
future it is recommended to investigate system using wavelet and other video decomposition also with different filter structures 
to see improvement in system. The method how to take information from these small videos changes can be applied to different 
scenarios such as for security, medical, sports, lie detection or weather purposes. 
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